
Reduce bring-up times and costs by up to 70%

FULL SPEED AUTOMATION Intelligent Factory Digitization

VITESSE, The World’s First No-code/Low-code 
Manufacturing Digitization & Automation Platform.



The company was cofounded by Luc Leroy who drove the Core Automation 

Engineering team at Tesla, leading to solve the Model 3 "automation hell", 

and meet production targets and profitability. He developed the team and 

set up the new controls and software architectures for Gigafactory 

Shanghai, battery cells and Model Y production lines. 

Enabling production agility with smart digitization is key for a better future; our platform increases 

quality and working conditions; it also boosts productivity, traceability and is essential to protect our 

planet by decentralizing production and redistributing supply chains. VITESSE™ is the missing 

universal automation platform that enables the digital transformation.

We believe that manufacturing can be done close to consumers, and that all factories deserve to 

reach excellence at a much lower cost. Let’s bring back manufacturing where customers are, with 

intelligent automation!

VITESSE (=V=), Full Speed Automation solution, is the 

world’s first no-code/low-code automation digitization 

platform. It enables fast bring-up and rapid iterations, 

using the latest technologies and best engineering 

practices, finally available to all.
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Why Full Speed Automation



The Path to Digital Transformation

VITESSE™ was designed to facilitate a friction-less transition to
intelligent digitization and automation.

Non-intrusive intelligence with IIoT

VITESSE captures signals from production equipment and

controllers to deliver data and analytics from your

manufacturing processes. Beside setting up VITESSE, no

change to your initial setup is required. It's all about gathering

data from your equipment. This phase is critical to build

telemetry dashboards and allows for quick identification of

opportunities for improvement.

Process and Equipment Optimization
Data gathered with VITESSE combined with custom easy-to-use 

HMIs to assist operators and deciders offer better observability, 

traceability, and help increase quality and productivity.

Digital Twin and Automation
The digital twin of your equipment helps find optimal

workflows faster. The right automation equipment (existing

and new) is selected to assist and liberate operators from low-

value tasks to focus on value added. The digital twin can be

connected to the telemetry from actual production equipment

or run on its own. It's a powerful tool to improve diagnosis,

training, and explore possible optimizations.

Our experienced team is by your side to digitize your production. Contact us at: info@fullspeedautomation.com
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*Note: runs on Windows IPC, and is platform agnostic (Siemens, Beckhoff & others)

No-code / Low-code
From simple data acquisition to complex equipment orchestration, the VITESSE Dev Kit lets you 
manipulate your industrial components from the library of connected equipment - without writing a 
single line of code. Low-Code in assisted C# is here to facilitate more complex interactions. VITESSE 
compiles, deploys, and runs in seconds.

Digital Twin
The offline mode allows you to design and exercise processes virtually, with digital twins of each of 
your components.

Telemetry with no-code Industrial IoT
Instant telemetry from your manufacturing processes and equipment enables real-time 
observability and data recording. Data can be sent to your data centers for traceability and future 
processing.

Agility at its Best
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VITESSE Dev Kit 
VITESSE Development Kit works with old and new projects:
Function and data blocks from PLCs are directly discoverable in the authoring user interface, 
integrated in Microsoft Visual Studio. This works with physical and virtual PLCs, including the ones 
running on production lines.

VITESSE supports all versions of Visual Studio from 2015 to the latest Visual Studio 2022, including 
the free version Visual Studio Community.

SiemensContoller

Real-time Integration
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Connectivity on edge
VITESSE runs on edge and is the ideal bridge between your infrastructure and smart things being 
built such as smart vehicles, battery packs, and other connected things.

Agile interaction with vehicles
VITESSE makes it easy to leverage the computer in smart cars. It can orchestrate tests, updates and 
collect data from the vehicle during the assembly.

Faciliate Smart Vehicle Manufacturing - Example

Example of an orchestration/execution process designed in a 
couple minutes with VITESSE:

1. Wait for the vehicle’s controller to connect with VITESSE
2. Run a speaker connection test. Display the result
3. Run an airbag connection test if speaker test was successful
4. Display results and automatically move to next station if last test was successful
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Specifications

Specs Description

Environment
Integrated in Microsoft Visual Studio, a common integrated 
development environment amongst engineering and IT teams.
Simple drag and drop is enabled by automated code generation.

Process designer
The VITESSE authoring tool allows for graphical configuration of HMIs 
and processes without any programming skills.

No-code/low code
No Code and Low Code, enables intuitive object oriented definition of 
processes (the generated code is in intelligible C# with comments)

Live engineering
Processes and HMIs can be developed and exercised on personal 
computers using the HME Authoring screen with live data from actual 
or virtual equipment

Digital Twins
Design and exercise your HMIs and processes with digital twins of your 
component from any Windows laptop.

Mode (HMI/Runtime) IIoT / HMI / Runtime / HME (Human Machine Execution)

Telemetry Native MQTT and automated generation of Grafana dashboards

Security
HME, controllers, servers and brokers all support certificate based 256-
bit encryption, when the automation controls platform allows.

User controls

Components/equipment can simply be selected from the VITESSE 
library and placed in the designer interface using drag & drop, and then 
configured using built-in properties and events. This makes it easy to 
create your own HMIs and processes.

User Management
User and group rights can be configured centrally. The user 
management of existing IT infrastructures (LDAP, Active Directory, 
etc) is supported.

Real-time data recording Optional - can be broadcasted to a data lake of your choice.

Real-time Telemetry Included - with optional Customizable Dashboards.

Connectivity
Natively supports EtherCAT, ProfiNET, Analog and digital I/Os, MQTT. 
Extensions for OPC UA, Modbus, EtherNet/IP, DeviceNet.
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● No-code & low-code authoring
● Offline authoring and simulation mode with digital twins
● Compiles, deploys and runs in seconds
● Telemetry and data for traceability & predictive maintenance
● Integrates into existing and new production lines
● Help identify where automation makes sense! 
● Saves up to 70% or more of bring-up costs and times*

©Copyright Full Speed Automation, Inc. Dec 2022. The information provided in this document contains general
descriptions or characteristics of benefits and performance that do not always apply as described or that may change
as a result of further development of the product. Full Speed Automation and VITESSE are registered trademarks of
Full Speed Automation, Inc. Other designations used in this document are owned by their respective owners. *Full
Speed Automation research.

Full Speed Automation, Inc.

Tel: +1(408) 475 8563
475 Alberto Way, #120
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S.A.

Full Speed Automation, SAS.

Tel : +33 (0)2 41 39 42 21
3, Rue Alexandre Fleming, 
49066 Angers Cedex 01, 
France

Info@fullspeedautomation.com
www.fullspeedautomation.com

FULL SPEED AUTOMATION Intelligent Factory Digitization

http://www.fullspeedautomation.com/
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